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It is not so easy a task to divide between the way a writer uses for his writing historical facts

and the way he produces fictional writings. What we recognize as fiction and non-fiction,

therefore, require other factors to determine their genres than the proclaimed ones printed in

their title pages; the reliability of the contents as truth, the intention of writings, the way they

are read, etc. Charles Dickens’s biography written by his friend, John Forster, propounds the

question of this kind: this work has been accepted as nothing but a biography, while it has

little less moved the reader than the Dickens’s fiction has done. The work, in fact, includes

many incredible descriptions for a biography, as well as fictitious elements—the very

elements which prepare the setting for fiction—and so much of them are originated from

Dickens himself, that it allows us to pay attention especially to the autobiographical aspect

of this biography. A speculation under this hypothesis can provide a key to revealing the

intention of Dickens with which he wrote fictional and non-fictional stories and his attitude

towards writings, and, consequently, clarifies an aspect of the Victorian intellectual situation

which expected, enabled, and embodied such writings and lives.

The Life of Charles Dickens—the first biography of Charles Dickens (1812–70),

published in three volumes from 1871 to 1874—has never lost its special significance even

today, for it directly conveys Dickens’s personal experiences to us. The author, John Forster

(1812–76), was an editor and writer whose personality embodies the Victorian

‘respectability,’ like ‘John’ Podsnap in Our Mutual Friend (1864–65), the model of whom

was Forster himself.1 The writer’s occupation, according to Forster, was to represent the
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establishment of the middle-class and he tried to reinforce this recognition by launching

biographies of middle-class writers. That is why, instead of being also a most prominent

historian in his lifetime, he is known chiefly as a biographer. In fact, his biographical works,

especially those about his contemporaries, deserve much more evaluation than his

achievement in editing and a number of his numerous historical works and criticisms. His

success in writing biographies was brought about partly because of his own skill in

bibliographical writing, and partly because of his remaining in the centre of the contemporary

literary circle throughout his life. He may be said to have made a greater contribution to

literature by supporting other writers rather than by creating his own works.

His close relationship with Dickens is itself a typical case of a biographer who takes

advantage of being near the subject of his work. It is safe to say that Forster was the most

appropriate person to describe the life of Dickens. Forster, whose age was the same as

Dickens’s, had taken to him immediately at their first meeting in 1836, and they remained

friends until Dickens’s death. Even though they became in touch with each other less

frequently as time went on, nobody was closer to Dickens in private life. Nor can anybody be

compared with him in the providing information about Dickens’s literary career, for Dickens

repetitively consulted him about his writings and showed him the first drafts of most of his

works to gain his proofs, ideas, and advice. In addition, fortunately enough, Forster was a

fanatical record-keeper and collector. The Life, which has made Forster’s name immortal as a

biographer, is full of detailed records of Dickens’s private and public life without any blank

periods, being sometimes supported by quantities of letters, and sometimes mixed with

Forster’s own critical view. In short, he was Dickens’s Boswell.

As soon as the first edition of the first volume of the Life was published in November

1871—one year and a half after Dickens’s death—it started to sell well enough to call for the

ninth printing within the year. Despite Forster’s devotion to writing, however, the most

striking and significant part of the first volume was the beginning of it, which Forster did not

entirely composed. In the initial several chapters, Forster could not help filling most of the
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pages by quoting the fragments left by Dickens due to lack of his personal information about

Dickens’s childhood. This part of the volume highly shocked the contemporary reader, as it

was the first time that these famous episodes of Charles as a child were laid to the public: his

father, John Dickens (1785–1851)’s lack of sense of economy; the arrest and imprisonment of

the family because of his father’s optimism; and Charles’s fate of leaving school at the age of

eleven to be employed in a blacking factory. The intellectual champion of the Victorian era

was now revealed to have once been among the lowest of society. Having been dealt as the

motif of a tragic boy through the works by later artists as well as Dickens himself, the

experiences are so famous today. Forster, who had happened to stumble on Dickens’s lifelong

secret in 1847 which is thought never to have been told even to his closest family, made up

most part of the Chapter 2 of the Life’s Book I, by quoting the fragmentary manuscript

which Dickens had originally prepared in June 1849 for the uncompleted and unpublished

Autobiography. The fragments were to be revised into fiction and diverted to the opening of

David Copperfield (1849–50) afterwards, but his secret itself was kept as fictional during his

lifetime. The information about Dickens’s childhood given by the Life, has grown

indispensable year by year and has always been kept heightened as one of the most famous

scenes in literary history. The episode has been reiterated by all biographers and has provided

the ground for most critics. Even today, we still owe our knowledge of Dickens’s upbringing

almost entirely to the description in the beginning of the first volume. Consequently, it is

clear that neither any other materials nor any theory have ever given so much influence on the

reader’s understanding of Dickens as the Life, either directly or indirectly.

The acceptance of and response to the Life since its publication may be traced back in the

journalistic and critical writings, and this shows the process of its gaining significance. Soon

after the first volume of the Life was launched, The Times developed an anonymous review,

filling five columns out of six of the page.2 The width of the space used in the paper for the

article—three times as wide as the obituary of Dickens written in the same paper one and a

half years before—itself eloquently tells the estimated significance of the appearance of this
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biography.3 Furthermore, judging from the extraordinarily wide space occupied with the

episodes of his upbringing, the article seems to have functioned as a review as well as a

sensational news. The sensational aspect is most clearly shown in its style of writing:

All this might seem misery enough, but [. . .] it was ‘but a prelude [. . .].’ Charles

Dickens was to drain the cup of misery to the dregs, and to drain in young. It

seems that it was not till 1847 that he ever mentioned the ensuing portion of his

personal history to his faithful friend [Forster].4

This tear-clenching way of writing for a newspaper testifies that the knowledge implies the

potentiality to be told sentimentally. Besides, in the following passages, which continue to

introduce young Dickens’s experiences as stimulants to his creation, nothing is treated more

importantly than his miserable childhood.

Before long, the critics, too, began to make use of the personal information exposed

through Forster’s book for their understanding of the art of Dickens. In so doing, they appear

to have adopted the previous tone of the journalism—an attempt to soak up the misery as

much as possible, emphasizing the tragic elements. Certainly, many biting critics appeared

soon after his death, but they also sanctified the episode: for example, such a passage as, ‘As

we all know, this [David Copperfield] was Dickens’s favourite, and the reason we all know’,

comes up among these severe criticism because this critic admitted that the personal episode

should not be touched even when Dickens’s works should be criticized.5

Even G. K. Chesterton, who succeeded in saving Dickens from the depth of worst

reputation and critical ignorance through his excellent criticism with his characteristic

aphorisms and paradoxes, and in releasing Dickens’s art from that prevalent epithet,

‘vulgar’—it was in fact a dramatic turning point in the history of Dickensian criticism—even

he, as for Dickens’s young experience, could not but state:
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He [Dickens] never told anybody else [other than Forster]. I do not think that this

arose from any social sense of disgrace; if he had it slightly at the time, he was far

too self-satisfied a man to have taken it seriously in after life. I really think that his

pain at this time was so real and ugly that the thought of it filled him with that

sort of impersonal but unbearable shame with which we are filled, for instance, by

the notion of physical torture, of something that humiliates humanity. He felt that

such agony was something obscene.6

Chesterton must be categorized into those who are not free from the critical trend of the time,

as he also tries to soothe the pain in young Dickens and assimilates himself to it.

Indeed, this sympathetic inclination was not restricted to Chesterton but seems to have

prevailed among most critics. Edmund Wilson adopted psychoanalytic criticism as the way to

give up decisively the untiring pointing out of simplistic association found between novels

and novelists’ lives, and to mark the beginning of the modern way of criticism. In the core of

his discussion, he points out the existence of schizophrenia in Dickens, referring to the

episode in youth as a fundamental and indispensable ground of the morbid phenomenon.7 In

view of tradition of accepting the episode in Dickens’s youth, again, supported by a kind of

rhetoric particular to psychoanalytical criticism, the episode is interpreted as an ‘unavoidable’

happening to be sympathized with, and the ground of dark side of Dickens’s personality is

objectified successfully and is cut apart from Dickens’s own control. It made up an apology

for the negative side of Dickens’s life and works. In this way, the tragic episode in Dickens’s

youth, which was first known to the public through the Life, has been conveyed and

discussed in close relationship with the works of Dickens and with Dickens himself.

It is interesting that, in spite of extreme vicissitudes observed in the history of criticism

on Dickens, almost all critics have strongly been attracted by the episode at all time and their

discussions have equally been compassionate on it. Nevertheless, however tragic the
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experience may have been for Dickens himself, it is extremely questionable whether the

episode deserves to win the compassion and strong sympathy from critics, who always

suppose themselves to be objective, at least, according to their respective definitions of

objectivity. It is because Dickens would have experienced no hesitation in confessing his

episode in the first place, if he had thought the social situation around him had allowed him to

collect such wide sympathy. In fact, for instance, there is too clear a change in the social

image of prison to ignore, comparing the period his experience had taken place with the one

after his death. There is no denying that, when John Dickens was imprisoned—though it was

not a criminal prison but a debtor’s prison—it meant nothing but a disgrace.8 Amazingly

enough, on the other hand, the articles and criticisms after the death of Dickens alike

expressed pure astonishment without inserting any contempt for the experience. In fin de

siècle Britain it was established by social consensus that prisoners deserve no unconditional

contempt but may even attract sympathy.9 The social recognition of prisoners, from which

young Dickens had suffered, changed greatly after his lifetime. In sum, the biographical aspect

of Dickens, at least, has extensively been accepted in favour of him by critics, regardless of

their critical standpoints, owing to the information originally given by the Life.10 Probably,

even Dickens himself could not have anticipated such an enormous result. The private tragedy

that Dickens had personally endured was considerably elevated through the biographies and
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criticisms to a typical tragedy in human life. It is an unprecedented case in which the reader

willingly tries to put himself into the writer’s shoes rather than into those of a hero’s.

To speculate on the reason for this generalization, it is reasonable to trace back to the Life,

for it is not exactly to Dickens’s life itself, but to his life narrated in the biography that critics’

compassion was shown. What must not be neglected then is that the Life lacks objectivity

which generally expected for a biography. Firstly, Chapter 2 of Book I, the most shocking

part of the book—also the most significant part in view of reception—is made up of

quotations from the fragments of Autobiography written and discarded by Dickens. All that

Forster does in this chapter is supplementary—to rearrange the fragments or ‘to supply [the

blanks] from letters and recollections of my own’.11 Therefore, many sentences printed in this

chapter consist of those woven by Dickens himself, and his rhetoric is directly conveyed to

the reader. In fact, the most moving sentences are found mostly in this chapter:

‘It was wonderful to me [Dickens] how I could have been so easily cast away at

such an age. It is wonderful to me that, even after my descent into the poor little

drudge I had been since we came to London, no one had compassion enough on

me—a child of singular abilities, quick, eager, delicate, and soon hurt, bodily or

mentally—to suggest that something might have been spread, as certainly it might

have been, to place me at any common school. Our friends, I take it, were tired out.

No one made any sign. My father and mother were quite satisfied. They could

hardly have been more so if I had been twenty years of age, distinguished at a

grammar school, and going to Cambridge.12

The nature of the narration about the writer himself, sent for labour as a child, is far from

objective. Needless to say, Forster chose to quote the part that he thought he could not and

should not rephrase.13 As a result, tracing back towards the extreme source of the sense of
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pity found in the critics, passing by Forster, who also claims the nominal authority of the

beginning of the Life, we finally arrive at Dickens. It is Dickens’s pen in most part with which

the episode has stimulated the compassion of the critic.

A second ground on which the Life is considered lacking in objectivity, is that Dickens had

undoubtedly estimated that a biography about him would be written after his death. The Life

itself involves at least two occasions that certify the promise between Dickens and Forster

that it would be written someday. Judging from Dickens’s words found in one of these

occasions, ‘Remember that [what he did at a gathering one night] for my Biography!’ we

cannot but conclude that it was Dickens rather than Forster who had worked on the other

about the promise more actively.14 In other words, Dickens, before he died, selected and

nominated the writer of his own first biography.

Thirdly, too close a relationship between the author and the subject necessarily makes up

the reason for the lack of objectivity as a biography. Forster knew Dickens as his friend, so

that Dickens must have been able to determine indirectly what was to be written and what

was not, to a considerable degree, by selecting the conversation with Forster. That Dickens

had an advantage over other ‘eminent Victorians,’ and could have his own way of his

biography, is reflected, for example, on the fact that the love of the young Dickens for Maria

Beadnell (1810–86) is omitted from the Life,15 though the elimination of his scandal with Ellen

Ternan (1839–1914) could probably be attributed to Forster. However much Forster effaced

the relationship between Dickens and Wilkie Collins (1824–89) from the Life, it was Dickens

who leaked the partial contempt for his own wife, Catherine (1815–79), which later on

Forster was to choose, among other standpoints, to fix in the Life as a ‘true’ cause of the
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failure of their marriage. Dickens was intensely conscious of his biography to be written after

his death.

In a sense, Dickens allotted the position of his biographer to Forster beforehand, so that it

betrays Dickens’s intention through much rhetoric and ‘lies by silence.’ Hence, it should be

noticed that it is not exactly appropriate to take the Life merely as a biography lacking

objectivity. Rather than that, there might be more reason to see in it an autobiographical

aspect. Dickens, being revealed within the form of biography by the other author than himself,

could present himself as a general character in a work. To attain this end, there could be no

more appropriate author than Forster; the immediate effect of the narration is clear in the

traditional way of accepting this writing. Therefore, the fictitious nature found in this work—

which may appear as a mere defect when biographies are in question—comes to take an

important aspect, because it satisfies the condition to make up fiction; as a matter of course,

it is within the form of fiction that Dickens had woven his masterpieces. Considering these

two points, autobiographical aspect and fictitious nature, the tragic episode about Dickens’s

childhood known through the form of biography by Forster’s pen can now be placed in the

tradition of Dickens’s storytelling, and be read as ‘another posthumous work’ regardless of

genre, in which we find another unfortunate boy with unconquerable spirit just as we did in

other fiction by Dickens.

It also clarifies, at the same time, the intention that resulted in such a complicated form of

auto/biography. Among others, his way of conveying the episode itself comes to question.

Firstly, as is mentioned above, it has long been believed that nobody but Forster was

informed of the secret in Dickens’s lifetime. On investigation, however, this additional and

most dramatic anecdote of its being secret attached to the tragic episode appears, more or less,

doubtful: after the confession to Forster, he told the painful recollection at least to his wife,

Catherine, too.16 It suggests that our making too much of the anecdote concerning the secrecy
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is dangerous. Secondly, regardless of any declaration on his side, many people were already of

the opinion that most of Dickensian stories reflect the author’s real life while he lived. This

way of reading is quite natural, taking into account the fashion of Bildungusroman in those

days. A rumour was already being circulated, before his death, that tragedies explored in what

is categorized into Dickens’s autobiographical novels today, such as David Copperfield or

Great Expectations (1860–61), are based on his own tragedy. These are manifest in some

reports in the Life itself, again.17 Finally, such assertions identifying David Copperfield with

Dickens cannot necessarily be thought to have voluntarily been suggested by reader and

critics.

I am glad you liked Copperfield [sic]. It is far more interesting to me than any of

the other Readings, and I am half ashamed to confess—even to you—what a

tenderness I have for it!18

Those who were given such an insinuation might well understand David Copperfield as a

double of the author and consider descriptions in his novels as a reflection of his real

experiences.

Furthermore, even the way Forster came to know the secret—according to Forster, he

happened to know Dickens’s upbringing accidentally as Dickens answered his unintentional

question—does not ring true. Considering that such a careful person as Dickens did not give

any notice ‘not to write’ about his childhood, it can safely be said that he was possibly

willing to expose it. It was surely a secret to be exposed somehow someday, from the first

step of its doom. From this point of view, it can easily be imagined that Dickens had an

ambivalent state of mind, and, even though unconsciously, faced a dilemma because of it: on

one hand, he wanted his experience in youth to be known widely; on the other, he dared not

declare it easily for fear that it at the time should have meant nothing but a disgrace. This
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hesitation led him to a course of attempts to write an Autobiography and discard it, or to

reveal his real experiences, more than once, by creating autobiographical works of fiction. In

other words, his complicated ways of conveying the memory, obviously perceived in the Life,

are the result of his intention to make it known.

Although the comparative analyses between Dickens’s real life and his fiction have

repeatedly been tried for over a hundred years, they cannot help ending in limited ones; as

long as they rely on the Life as the accepted source of reference concerning the facts, their

analyses and criticisms can never be released from the tragedy-centred interpretation about

the episode attached to the Life. On the contrary, it is now clear that, just as we have

interpreted fiction, David Copperfield, as an autobiography in these analyses, the Life has

plenty of reason to be construed as an autobiography judging from the intention embedded

into the work. Besides, it could be regarded even as a work of fiction with its fictitious nature

and the dramatic effect given to the reader. Inasmuch as a certain aspect of the Life is now

allowed to be counted among the collection of Dickens’s creative works, there arises the

possibility that he tackled and resolved the dilemma of whether to write or not by persuading

the other to write, and that he tried to introduce his individual tragic experience to society as a

general tragedy. This well explains the change of the social view of prison to welcome, after

his death, Dickens’s confession of imprisonment as a sympathetic episode, whereas

presumably it had once been the last thing he would confess so as to enhance his social

reputation. It is not that his confession was resulted from the spontaneous change of social

view after as long as fifty years since his childhood till his death, but that, on the contrary, he,

in order to make the confession possible, had pressed his demand to society for its change of

recognition for so many years, and this attitude of Dickens caused the actual change in society.

Dickens, as a well-known social reformer endeavouring at improvement of prison conditions,

had continued to change the recognition in society. Likewise, using not only journalism, but

novels and even an autobiography shaped into a biography, he also continued to justify his

experience by giving it a position of general tragedy which is worth the wide compassion,

even after his death. It is his own works that has brought about the change of society with the

years. With all these intention, small wonder we find the Life designed to collect compassion.

The work was produced to convert a self-pity into a public pity.



The bulk of his works, according to this view, now comes to have an aspect of

accumulation of rehearsals for making his private tragedy accepted as safely as possible for

him someday. Moreover, even a number of his actions as a reformer, as well as his arts, are

deemed to have prepared the social situation extensively which welcomed this tragedy. There

is no difference between the role of novels and that of biography as far as utilizing stories in

order to make society admit as a general tragedy the experience of a poor child: in both—in

novels and in an autobiography helped by another’s pen—Dickens constantly and solely

devoted himself to writing about an ideal person. It would take no difficulty to understand

this possibility of his self-direction, considering his tendency to push himself forward, to

carve the limelight, or self-affirmation and self-exaltation, that he often showed in his interest

in the drama, or in the chance of public readings, editing, etc. Certainly, he wrote to entertain

the reader, but at the same time he also wrote for his own sake.

As a consequence, Dickens fairly succeeded in generalizing his extremely private tragedy

in his life. He made it common experience for anyone to suffer from what is not necessarily

experienced personally. The form he used in doing so was neither a biography, which is an

objective report of facts, nor an autobiography, which depends only on a virtue of confession

and honesty, but an ‘autobiography feigning a biography,’ a new form of literature. In other

words, we observe the moment, here, at which what is extremely novelistic, beginning to be

cramped, broke into the genre of biographies, a documentary form of literature.

At the same time, the credibility of the Life as a source material for facts should be

doubted from now on. Just as House points out that ‘[t]he novels themselves are, of course, a

primary source for the life. Charles Dickens was the child of Mr. Micawber and Mrs.

Nickleby’,19 it must be noted that the Life, which has always been the most significant

primary source for the life and secondary source for the art, is also endowed with a certain

aspect as a primary source for the art of Dickens; John and Elizabeth Dickens (1889–63) are

no less re-created and dramatized by Dickens than Mr Micawber and Mrs Nickleby for the

sake of his art.20

                                                
19 Humphry House, The Dickens World, Oxford Paperbacks, 9, 2nd edn (Oxford: Oxford University Press,

1941; rev. 1942; repr. 1960), p. 11.
20 Angus Wilson, for example, discusses: ‘Dickens was peculiarly unfair to his mother.’ Angus Wilson, p. 50.



One of the significant features of generalization of Dickens’s tragedy through the Life is its

influence on the critics; they have been mighty assistants to stabilize and reproduce his

tragedy. This work has an ability to cancel out most of their objectivities easily by the help of

the story-telling. The validity of the ability is still demonstrated today in the critics who

understand Dickens only according to the traditional understanding and who devote solely not

to contradicting the critical masterpieces. Such snipping criticisms biased by the traditional

criticisms, however, will only end in being captured by his tear-jerking contrivance repeatedly.

The consciousness on the side of the reader is already immanent in the original narrative of the

Life. However much they might be scared to expose Dickens’s scheme or to put his genius

into jeopardy by cutting him down to size, it is productive to perceive his another ‘genius’ of

heightening a self-pity into a general misery with his only weapon of a story-telling—his

literature was, in fact, a battle to make up a reality in any circumstance—that is, his genius to

establish the fact. Hence, critics have to start with the doubt on credibility of the biography

again, and this necessarily leads to the doubt about the critical assessment of Dickens, even if

the existence of the highest literary value can previously be esteemed intuitively.

Returning to Forster, on the other hand, who actually drove the pen in the Life, there is

the most significant point among the others, which appears only after this investigation

regarding the biography as an autobiography: the generalization of a private tragedy

exquisitely accorded with the thought of the time as a whole. John Forster was the person

who always kept in his mind a sense of mission to raise and maintain a proportionate dignity

and respectability of literary men, who he thought should represent the pride of the middle

class, so that he practised the duty through writing many biographies about writers.21 Besides,

what is most apparent in Forster’s activity to efface Wilkie Collins from the Life, is his own

desire to remain in the centre of that respectable literary circle of Victorian London ever since.

He needed Dickens as a subject of his writing, in order to strengthen the respectability of the

writers entirely, and to keep his own authority excellent enough to gather these respectable

writers around him.

                                                
21 John Fenstermaker, John Forster, Twayne’s English Authors Series, 379, ed. by Herbert Sussman,

(Boston: Twayne, 1984), pp. 107–09.



What The Life of Charles Dickens was closely bound to is individualism—which was not

restricted to Forster, the establisher of a literary party, but was the representation of whole

of this time—the individualism which had installed the writer in a privileged status and had

begun to cherish a special literary concern not only about the work but about the author

himself: it was then not sufficient for the writer any longer to acquire his professional skill in

describing, but he was required at the same time to be a ‘good’ person armed with dramatic

way of life, that is, the ‘moral’ itself. On one hand, there was Dickens’s act of replacing his

tragic episode in society by way of getting along with the crucial memory. On the other, there

existed the trend of this time, as is represented in Forster, to wait for the appearance of a

heroic individual to adore, especially the one given form in a man of letters. These two

intentions crossed each other on the biographical form of literature and made up a conspiracy

pursuing their respective interests. As a result, as for the former intention, the prison

obtained its own value as a well of tragedy and sentimentalism; and literature, as for the latter,

could attend the splendid descent of Dickens, an ‘outstanding figure’ enriched with a perfect

heroic legend. Hence, not only Dickens, but also Forster, other critics, and all the readers of

Dickens, have not a little been related to the rise of the thoughtway since then. The first

biography about Dickens indicates the age of prevalent myth of individualism and that of

genius at the height of their prosperity, which accordingly amplified the interests not only in

the work but in the author, and extremely attentative to the individuals in the form of the

author. In it, the new significance of the literary author is already latent, whose actual life

must be recorded to serve public intellect, and who would actually appear succeedingly.

**********
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